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LNT Super Scoops: Leopards, Panthers and Tigers share their views on a Virtual Reality Orchestra!

Science Fair

Recently, a classmate of mine
called Liv travelled with her family
and friends to a place called
Burkina Faso, a country located
in West Africa.

The reason Liv travelled to
Burkina Faso was because the
children who lived there had no
access to education. She
travelled many, many hours to
help construct a school for those
children, which I highly respect.

Laleham Gap student helps build school in
Western Africa

World Book Day: celebrating reading at
Laleham Gap

Science lessons at Laleham Gap
School are often related to
real-life uses, involve hands-on
investigation and are good fun.

This month saw the hands-on
element taken to the next level
when the school took 11 of their
pupils, from Year 8, 9 and 10, to
Discovery Park Sandwich for the
‘Big Bang’ Science event.

Full report on Page 6.
More reports on Page 10.

5

Hands on experience at Big Bang Science

What's Inside:
Red nose day, World Book day;
Natural History museum visit, Imperial War museum
visit;
Young Chef of the Year,
and much, much more ...

Check it out in
your digital
school

newspaper.

By Hayden.

Upon arrival, she was greeted by
a parade of people who were
excited about her showing up to
help, which sounds pretty
heart-warming.

During her visit, she had the
pleasure of meeting the mayor of
the town. Liv says he was, "very
well respected," adding that, "he
also invited us to dinner, which
we accepted."

It was clear that this opportunity
was rewarding for Liv, as well as
for the children in Burkina Faso.

See Pages
8, 9 & 12
for more
amazing
WBD pics
and info.

By Mr Ursell.

Learning, Growing, Succeeding - together!



Mr Deslandes as the Head of Care of our
Residential Provision and is a familiar face
around the school to our pupils.

Within this newspaper there are loads of
pictures regarding this term’s activities
including World Book Day. I would like to
thank all those families, pupils and staff for
making it such a memorable day - well
done.

I wish you all an enjoyable and safe
holiday. I look forward to seeing you on
your return on Tuesday, 23 April. If I don’t
see you beforehand, I hope to see you all at
the summer fair. This year Primary will be
held on the 12th of July, whilst Secondary
pupils will have to wait until the 17th of July.

Kind Regards
Les Milton
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and those who did not are brought forward at
council meetings and that I do not support any
notion that is to be voted upon without the
majority support of the year.

Within the democratically elected student
council we have discussed many things which
we hope will improve our school and the time
that students spend within it. I along with
Ralph are the council members for year 10. It
is my duty as a democratically elected
councillor to make sure the ideas of the
students who put their faith in me at the ballot
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Dear Parents and Carers

I would like to thank all staff and students for
their hard work and endeavour this term. It is
clear to me that there has been a great deal
of learning of the highest calibre.

We have already entered exam season and I
was delighted about some of the individual
results of our pupils which have demonstrated
the rewards from hard work and
perseverance. I’d like to wish all those
students revising during the Easter break in
years 10 and 11 the very best of luck next
term, but please remember to enjoy the
holiday as well.

Thank you to all those parents and carers
who have been using the TISS car park for
drop-off and collection. This has significantly
reduced the number of cars in the turning
circle this term, which as you know can be
very busy. Thank you for supporting this
improvement. For more information please
look at our website under parents and carers,
drop-off and collection arrangements.

In addition to my earlier letter I would just like
to take this opportunity to once again thank
Susan Scobie for all her loyal hard work and
commitment to Laleham Gap School for
nearly 30 years. We will all miss Mrs Scobie,
but I’m confident she will remain in contact
with us and be supportive in our future.
.Whilst this is a sad time for the school to be
losing such a long-standing member of staff,
we must be happy for Mrs Scobie and the fact
that she will be able to enjoy her retirement
and spend quality time with her family and
grandchildren.

Mr Deslandes has been appointed as Head of
Well-Being and will take on this role with
effect from Term 5. Many of you may know

Headteacher's Letter

Student Council News Staff Spotlight

Interview by Ellie

Ellie: How much experience have you had
in music?

Miss Howard: I have played piano since I
was 6 and clarinet since I was 9. I have
played saxophone since I was 16.

Ellie: How long have you been teaching?

Miss Howard: I've been teaching for over
10 years and have just become a school
music teacher.

Ellie: What else do you enjoy as well as
teaching music?

Miss Howard: I like performing, teaching
yoga, travelling and reading.

Ellie: What is it like working with Primary
and Secondary students?

Miss Howard: I enjoy the variety of
teaching both.

Ellie: What sort of instruments can
students learn?

Miss Howard: Some of the instruments
are guitar, bass, drums, saxophone and
ukele.

Thank you very much Miss Howard for
talking to me today.

Miss Howard

By Luke.

Continued on Page 4.

See Pages 3 & 5 for more music news!



Laleham Gap School has just gone on a
school trip to Canterbury. Only to see the
virtual orchestra. The trip was okay for
some people but others weren’t having any
fun. The three classes on the trip:
Leopards, Panthers and Tigers started lunch
an hour before at the Marlowe theatre.

The trip came to a museum-like place that
told them about orchestras. The kids sat
down in the Museum-like place and watched
an orchestra play the entire planets suite.
Then they went to a hut to do the virtual part
of the trip, although some people didn’t like
that. After that, they headed back to their
bus and drove back.

This is Aodhan’s report about the Virtual
Orchestra in Canterbury. The Virtual
Orchestra was a bit stressing, and I didn’t
really like it. Not to offend the people behind
it, though. The VR part was pretty nice,
though! It was 360 animation. The headset
did kinda squash my nose, and I had to hold
the headset up, other than that, the VR was
a pretty good experience! I learnt that there
was a conductor all behind an orchestra.
My favourite part was the VR. Well, that’s
all I have to say.

On 27th March we went to the Virtual
Reality Orchestra. I liked the trip yesterday
because it was a new experience and very
fun packed. My personal least favourite part
was all the sitting down. My favourite part
was the virtual reality goggles.

I really enjoyed it. The virtual reality was
great. The music was brilliant. Some music
was loud, some was soft. Some was
relaxing and some was scary. The most
interesting part was when we played
instruments.

Thank you Miss Howard. I really love the
trip. My favourite bit was the VR headset.
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Primary students experience a virtual orchestra

On March 27th, Leopards class, Tigers class
and Panthers class went to Canterbury for a
virtual reality orchestra, each class went in
their own minibus from Laleham Gap, to
Canterbury for the orchestra.

When they got to Canterbury, they got out of
their minibus, chose their walking partner and
went to Marlowe Theatre where they had their
lunch.

After they had their lunch, they went to the
place where they listened to the planets by
Gustav Holst and found out some facts about
being in an orchestra, such as not being
allowed to move, smile or talk, they had to not
play until the conductor waved his baton to
the members of the orchestra.

After that, they finally went to where they
would see the virtual orchestra and they all
found it great! They said it was like they were
at a real life orchestra and they were invisible
and someone even said it was like watching a
3D movie!

At last, each class got on their minibus and
went from Canterbury back to Laleham Gap.

We went to the virtual orchestra in
Canterbury. In the dark room we had a wide
selection of instruments that were calm and
some were vicious sounding. We put a vr
headset on. We also had a lovely lunch at a
nearby museum.

I went to the virtual orchestra on the mini bus
with my friends. We all sat in the Marlowe
theatre where we had fun and had lunch.

We went to the Virtual Orchestra with
Leopards, Tigers and Panthers. It was a
weird but exciting experience. My favourite
part was the virtual reality headset.

We went to a virtual orchestra. There was vr
headsets and music. I liked the vr the most
because I could see a virtual orchestra. I also
liked the part where we laid down.

By Stelios.

Enter Text Here.

By Jason.

By Sam.

By Harley.

By Kieran.

By Adee.

By Aodhan.

By Harvey.

By Zane.

By Dylan.

Image courtesy of: bbc.co.uk



Laleham Gap Rocks!
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Once again, Laleham Gap's
Drama department treated us to
a stunning show. This year's
choice was the ever-popular 'We
Will Rock You.' Playing to
packed houses on both nights
(13th and 14th February), the
show tells the story of a
dystopian world in which a pair of
outcasts are drawn together in
the face of hostility and danger
from a society without music.

On both nights, audiences sang
and clapped along to classic
Queen rock, clearly loving every
moment.

As is the case with all of LG's
drama productions, every
member of the cast gives their
very best, and rightly deserve
the tumultuous applause they
receive. Special mention,
however, must go to Ellie and
Harvey, who took the lead roles
of Scaramouche and Galileo; and
who could forget the fearsome
blue-haired killer queen, played
with such style by Dora, or the
terrifying leather-clad Khashoggi,
chief of Globalsoft police, most
ably-played by Ted. Bravo!

I never fully intended to go
onstage, at least when we were
starting out. When the auditions
came, the thought of performing
onstage as a lead role was
tempting, but I didn’t feel ready
for it. Jumping from tech to
actually acting in front of a live
audience, never mind as a lead,
would be a huge change.

When it was announced in
assembly that I was selected to
play Galileo, I was running late
for school. Once I arrived and
heard the news, it felt almost
unreal. I didn’t know at the time
whether I’d actually got the part,
whether my friends were just
spreading rumours.

I can’t remember the first
practice, nor the ones that
followed it. But the dress
rehearsals were different. The
initial rehearsal was the first time
in a while that I’d felt stressed. It
became progressively harder to
recall my lines, especially in the
second half.

On the night of the show, I felt
uneasy. Once the show started,
although it didn’t fully go away.
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Mix-it day out was in a church hall
in Broadstairs. We went with Mrs
Sanders and Mr Clements on
Tuesday and Wednesday.

The theme was about the
greatest show man so we
learned some moves then started
to build it up on Tuesday then
Wednesday practice then the
performance and singing to the
songs

there were only five space those
people are ted, Sam, Jake, ellie
and me. it was so much fun the
three songs were the greatest
show, this is me and from now on.
We rehearsed on and on until
two : thirty and we left ten
o’clock.!

Image courtesy of: queenonline.com

Singing and dancing with Mix-it
By Faith.

Continued from Page 2.
Student council update from Luke

So far in the council we
discussed many things and due
to this I will only talk about the
more significant things.

The first thing that I wish to write
about is the “student, home,
school triangle”. The triangle is
an agreement between home
and school. The idea that they
are things that the other promises
the other. The idea behind the
new system is that the students
would be brought in to this
agreement. Each council
member was given a list of terms
that the students would follow if
passed. My first duty was too
make sure the year group
approved of this new charter. To
do so I held a survey of all things
with the option of “for” or

“against”. Once I had given a
sheet to every member of the
year I organised it in to a
spreadsheet. The result was a
majority of “for” upon all things
that were listed.

Once handed back in I was
requested by miss to help the
year 7 council members to set up
a similar survey. At the last
meeting we discussed the
outcome of the survey and this
was passed on to SLT. We also
found out that Student
Councillors are to become
Ambassadors for our Rights
Respecting School. At the time
of writing we haven’t found out
what this entails but we are
pleased to moving in this
direction.

By Harvey.



Music moves on up ...

Last year as part of Science week in March,
we collected milk bottles used by the school
and placed these as planters by the MUGA.
Once the Summer flower season had
passed, the Friday plant club planted Spring
bulbs in October – they have arrived ! Whilst
some have fallen over, they still make a
wonderful sight.

Keep watching to see what the Plant Club
will plant next !
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The winner of Year 9 Masterchef 2019 is ...
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I am proud to announce the total raised
on Friday's Red Nose was £504. Thanks
to everyone who took part, especially in
the ever-popular cake sale.

Plant Club's spring planting

Red Nose Day

It's been all go in the new music building since
January when Miss Howard started in her
post as music teacher at LGS !

Miss Howard started off by ordering some
new instruments for the department, including
ukuleles and keyboards. Some cool djembe
drums have also been rented from Kent Music
as well as a samba kit and xylophones.

Miss Howard has been teaching both primary
and secondary, and lots of great musical
learning has been going on. KS2 have been
looking at reggae rhythms, Viking chants and
how to write and read notation, playing
xylophones and djembes. KS1 have been
thinking about marvellous musical machines
this term, learning about note lengths, tempo
and duration, whilst playing lots of percussion.

Secondary classes have been focusing on
keyboard skills this term, learning how to play
a range of pieces from 'Bad Romance' and
'The Simpsons' to 'Pirates of the Caribbean'
and the Harry Potter theme tune. Year 9 have
been looking at band skills, learning how to
play guitars, ukuleles and keyboards, and
year 10 have been getting their ukulele
playing up to speed.

Two singing groups have been formed in
primary and secondary, meeting on a weekly
basis during lunchtimes, and we hope to
perform at the next KSent choir event in June.
A group of year 10 boys have also been
having weekly 'Rock School' sessions with our
guitar teacher, George. Hopefully we will be
hearing them perform in the not too distant
future.

And our final piece of music news is that last
week the first music trip took place. Three
KS2 classes paid a visit to the new and
exciting Virtual Philarmonia installation in
Canterbury. They were able to have a glimpse
of what it might be like to play in a real
orchestra and they learned about all the
different instruments. It was a great day!

All in all, busy and dynamic times for music!

Kyle

By Miss Dixon.

By Miss Aherne.

By Miss Howard.



Big Bangs, frozen bananas and brain-powered robots
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Continued from Page 1.

Of course it was great to see our pupils
smiling, joining in and just having fun but just
as pleasing was listening to their questions,
and then discussing their thoughts with them
as they grappled with various scientific
conundrums.

The motto of Laleham Gap School is Learn,
Grow, Succeed and that is exactly what
happened at this event. Science is at its best
when the pupils are fully involved and when it
is related to real-life uses. That is why our
pupils achieved so much from the day.
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Laleham Gap pupils joined hundreds of
others from all over Kent in attending the
highly successful show at the event and
participating in the stalls run by enthusiastic
STEM ambassadors. At the stalls the
Laleham Gap pupils learnt in a very practical
way how long different materials take to
degrade and learnt about anti-bodies through
balloon modelling! As well as finding out the
different exciting careers learning Science
can lead to they also learnt first-hand from the
Armed Forces how they use Science in their
work.

Whilst attending the show and with safety
equipment on Laleham Gap pupils got to
learn about states of matter using liquid
nitrogen, having their faces put in a cloud and
even smashing super cooled rubber tubing
into pieces with a hammer!

After a full morning there the pupils had
witnessed big bangs, seen how a super
chilled banana (-198 degrees centigrade)
reacts, had a chance to see how robots of the
future might be powered by our thoughts and
even built a da Vinci bridge.

During a visit from local fire and rescue
services, children in Primary learned how
to keep safe with Firefighter Fred and Max.

Firefighter visits primary

Science Show is coming!

With Laleham Gap Science Department
already busy preparing for its next science
show, watch this space as pupils Learn,
Grow and Succeed. (PU)



Memories of the Natural History Museum

The Cocoon is a huge
egg-shaped structure inside of
the Darwin Centre that houses
the museum’s collections of
insect and plant specimens.
Glass elevators connect the
Cocoon to its surroundings, as
the entrance is on the top floor of
the exhibit.

Things that made Year 9s curious ...

I personally didn’t like the
museum as natural history
doesn’t interest me but I can still
appreciate the time money and
effort it took to build it. It was a
great museum but I don’t like
natural history I prefer
political/social history. The only
part I enjoyed is the coach ride
and in the museum I sat down
and chatted with my peers before
we got on the coach.

Where? - we went on a school
trip to the natural history museum
When did we go? Wednesday
27th February 2019
What did we do there? - we were
walking around the different
places and learning
What was it like? - it was fun
Who went? - most of the year
group
Why? - to learn and have fun at
the same time.
It looked old fashioned with
gargoyles on it and there was a
marlin being preserved in
something with weights to keep it
in place.
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One of the first things we noticed
at the museum was a weird
figure with big hands and weird
head. (OW took at least 20+
pictures). There was exhibits
about dinosaurs, bugs biology
and lots of geographical exhibits.
There was even a ride that
simulated earth quakes. But the
worst thing was definitely the
prices. £25 for a dinosaur tale?
To be honest everything there
was overpriced.

On the 27th of February we went
to the natural history museum in
London with the science
department. We arrived at the
museum around 12pm and went
straight to eat but it was full of
little kids crying and running
around so my kind of hell.

As Kyle was drinking I said to
him make sure you don’t go in
the wrong toilet and he laughed
and the water came out his nose
and all over the floor. The best
part of it was being with my
friends.

Yesterday I went to the national
history museum and the museum
was great but the thing that
interested me was the minerals
that are found everywhere in the
country the ores where all shiny
and bright and most of them I
recognised and most of the
others didn’t know.

I saw a kid flossing at the
cafeteria area and he wasn’t
really good at it, to be honest.
After 2 seconds, he left. I was
looking kind of confused, as I was
laughing inside. He was with
another school group, and was
wearing a red uniform.

By Mrs Morphy.

By Edmund.
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The 'Out and About' group
recently visited the Hurricane and
Spitfire Museum at Manston. The
students looked at all the
exhibits, enjoying the model
spitfire planes and artefacts and
memorabilia from WW1 and 2. A
great time was had by all.

Did you know?
"The Museum is located at the
historic RAF airfield at Manston
in Kent (now known as Kent
International Airport). The
building contains two halls
housing the Spitfire MK XVI (LF)
and Hurricane IIC,
complemented by a vast array of
other artefacts."

'Out and About' at local Spitfire Museum

By Harvey.

Happening
soon ...

GCSE History Visit

Hampton Court Palace
3rd April 2019

Image courtesy of: uniquevisittolondon.co.uk

Images and Information courtesy of: spitfiremuseum.org.uk

By Kane.

By Amelie.

By Josh P.

By William.

By Allan.

Images courtesy of: nhm.ac.uk



The value of World Book Day
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As usual, neary everyone at Laleham Gap,
staff and students alike, took part in this
year's world book day. Special assemblies
and classroom activities helped us to
celebrate the joy of reading, for learning
and for pleasure.

Secondary students began the day with an
assembly presented by the BFG in which
Willy Wonka and the characters from
Charlie and the Chocolate Factory gave out
sweets to everyone taking part, much to the
horror of Mr Wonka Senior, the dentist!
Prizes were given to the most
imaginatively-dressed, including the annual
staff prize, which this year went to Mr
Welsh, who appeared as an uncannily
realistic Frankenstein's monster! The final
surprise came when five lucky students
found a Golden Ticket under their chair,
entitling them to a special prize.

In Primary, lots of fun was had all day,
including quizzes, a special assembly and
listening to their favourite stories being read by
Sherlock Holmes, the BFG and the girl from
Charlotte's Web. Every student received a
certificate to mark the day.

Mrs Clifford, Primary Literacy Lead, said,
'What was so lovely was how the older
children in Primary went and read to some of
the younger pupils. They were so confident,
too. All the children had their books, if they
hadn't brought one in, they went to the library
and got one. Throughout Primary, every child
could say something about why they loved
their book. It was amazing!'

Miss Eastwood summed up the day: 'Reading
is becoming second nature here at Laleham
Gap. We have DEAR time - Drop Everything
and Read - because reading is that important
as a life skill. What today has emphasised for
pupils is, "yes, reading is that important but
also it is such great fun!"'
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As Miss Eastwood, Head of English in
Secondary, explains: 'Whilst the emphasis
was on fun, I think today has an important
message about how reading for pleasure
can build good reading habits. After all,
reading can be transformative; it opens up
whole new opportunities for our pupils as
well as endless imaginative possibilities.'



Celebrating World Book Day at Laleham Gap
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Continued on Page ##

So far this year, how
many words have
students at Laleham Gap
read for pleasure?

Win a prize
in our
WBD

Competition
on Page 12.

Turn to Page 13 to find out!



Aid to Burkina has currently
helped provide clean water in
eight locations, most in the
remote villages around Dioulasso
in the south west of Burkina Faso.
Their original wells they had had
been cleansed, removed, and
replaced by the charity, allowing
the villagers to drink healthy
water, allowing three-thousand to
four-thousand people with water
to help them live. 93% of people
living in Burkina Faso (in the rural
community) have no access to a
toilet. Instead, they have to dig a
hole for their own waste but in
rainy seasons, all of it would
overflow, causing many
water-borne diseases to be
spread across the town;
unfortunately, some are deadly.

Luckily in 2017, Aid to Burkina
started a project to improve on
their situations with sanitation,
supplying toilets around the
country.

Liv told us the event was “tiring
but enjoyable” but sadly, after ten
days of being there, the group
had to return home – back to
Great Britain. It was saddening for
the hard-working team to leave
Burkina Faso but they were glad
to be back with their families and
friends.

According to Liv, since she
travelled abroad to assist the
young and the elderly, everything
had changed at home. The way
she saw everything at home was
different.

IIf you take on board on what Liv
has done, would you do the same
and follow her footsteps?

Burkina Faso education project

Have you considered building a
school? Ask our in-house
professional, Year 11, Olivia, who
has returned from Burkina Faso.
Olivia, or also Liv, took part in the
embellishment of an African
school, ‘aiding’ the charity, “Aid to
Burkina”, who make it their
mission to populate the
behemoth continent of Africa,
(but mainly focuses on Burkina
Faso). The imperturbable Year
11 says ‘It has changed her.’
And, ‘We take the things we get
for granted.’ And maybe she is
right.

So, you’re telling me, you have
never built a school? Just Liv?
Ok.

The landlocked country is home
to 19.9 million people and 15% of
that (as of 2017) go to an
education-based building,
whereas 100% of children have
the right to an education, which
doesn’t quite add up. The school
when finished can accommodate
400 students which equals about
55 students per class.
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Barren and full of cracked and
smoothened earth, Burkina
Faso is a landlocked
Sub-Saharan country which is
unfortunately limited on natural
resources. What you may not
know is that Burkina Faso has a
hidden name behind it: country,
Burkina Faso translates to the
words “free man land”. But
freedom is not what some
people have access to. But a
team from England travelled to
the villagers’ country – on the
team’s behalf – to help the ones
in need.

By Tom G.
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Year 11 student Liv and her crew
managed to put all their effort in
to help the citizens by bringing
supplies to them. What she said
was that together, they all worked
together on a specific project: to
build a school for the youth. Even
though it was “hard work”, they
managed to do their very best in
building. Through days of hard
labour, Johnson explained how
not only crafting the school and
giving supplies was life-changing
but also how the community
contrasted to the ones we live in
at this very moment.

The group, Aid to Burkina, was
welcomed with open arms
instantly by the citizens of
Burkina Faso, as if they were
already a member of their
society.

To find out more about Aid to Burkina,
please follow this link to their official

website:
https://www.aidtoburkina.org.uk/

I haven’t been famous in this
country, let alone another.

Liv, her family and the charity
impacted lives over in Burkina
Faso, ‘the land of honest men.’
(That is what it stands for.) And
was thanked accordingly, even by

Images courtesy of: Liv

Building a Heart for Burkina Faso
By Hannah G.

Continued from Page 1.



Laleham student travels 4,304.7 miles

Worldwide only 43% of people have
education. This is due to many factors, lack
of opportunity, illness, travel, no schools or
colleges in the area, no way of accessing
education, etc. Not being able to get an
education can lead to many issues, most jobs
won't employ you without some kind of
qualification, no job means no money and no
money mens no food, and so forth. As a first
world country, we have the ability to improve
the standards of the third world countries, and
increase education in places where it is
limited.

In Liv's words: "After being given the
opportunity to visit a poverty stricken country
and witness the issues first hand, I think that
all people should participate in similar
experiences in order to develop their
knowledge and empathy of those struggling
worldwide."

This doesn't necessarily mean going to a
different country, it could be having a cake
sale, doing something sponsored or simply
creating a funded page.

Everyone has the ability to help no matter
who you are, where you are or how old you
are, you can help. And it's up to you to have
a positive impact and make a difference in
these people's lives.
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School room in Burkina Faso
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Burkina Faso is a landlocked country located
in West Africa. Although being originally
colonized by France, and having a significant
reserve of gold, poverty is a major issue in
BUrkina Faso. A reporter from BBC news
stated that Burkina Faso is 'a poor country
even by West African standards.'

Education is very limited in Burkina Faso, only
15% of their 19.19 million citizens have
attended or are currently enrolled in some
form of education. In Laleham Gap that
would mean that only 1 pupil per class would
be attending school, and only 18 of our 120
students would be in education. So imagine
you're the only person in your clas, that's what
it would be like if we were in the same
circumstances as Burkina Faso.

Liv, one of our year 11 pupils, travelled out to
Burkina Faso in February. She said, "Going
to a country like Burkina really changes the
way you perceive your own home. I do take
so many things for granted, and since coming
back I have found myself more grateful for
what I have."

As people many of us don't realise how easy
we get life. Most of us are given a roof over
our head, a bed to sleep in at night, free
education, clean food and drink, health care
and clothes. However over 50% of the
worldwide population, clean water is not
available and having access to running water
is an unrealistic concept.

Building the school

By Liv.
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By Mr Ursell.
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Year 7s grill local politician

WBD Detective Quiz

Who is behind the disguise? Identify the
member of staff or student in each of these pics
to win a chocolate egg or box of raisins.

How to enter: collect an entry form from Room
106. Fill in the answers and return before Friday
3rd May.

With the current impasse over Brexit you might be sceptical
as to whether MPs have all the answers! However, judging
by Laleham Gap’s approach they are more than happy to
quiz their local MP about some very weighty issues.

Over the past few weeks Mr Ursell, a teacher at Laleham
Gap, has been teaching a Year 7 class about British values,
discussing themes such as democracy, the rule of law,
individual liberty, tolerance etc.

“It felt obvious” explained Mr Ursell, “that should we allow
the children to question our local representatives about this.”

Unfortunately due to Parliamentary commitments the local
MP, Sir Roger Gale, could not attend the school. So Mr
Ursell suggested he would just forward any questions the
children had. So in one lesson Mr Ursell put a box out and
offered the children had an opportunity to write a question,
anonymously if they preferred.

Mr Ursell was really pleased with the questions the
children came up with. They ranged from: What would
the world be like without democracy to why are MPs
getting a pay rise? The MP gave personalised answers
to every question. Some questions were about what it
was like to be an MP, had he met the Queen and how to
you get knighted.Mr Gale was asked if it was ‘ good’
being an MP. To which he responded: “Like all jobs it
has its rewards and its frustrations. It involves long hours
and little time for leisure or families but we meet very
many interesting men and women from around the world
and can, sometimes, make a real difference to people`s
lives. Nobody I know does it for the money!”

Overall Mr Ursell said he was “delighted” that the pupils
“were engaging like this, thinking about democracy and
wider issues.” He thanked the MP for taking the time to
answer all the questions and vowed to continue getting
to think about their role in society.

Hi, I'm Jack, and I'm the
new Laleham Gap
Newspaper illustrator. The
reason why I like drawing
is because I could be able
to draw anything, like
something very simple, or
something so impossible
or something so complex.
I like drawing in a simple,
comic style. I also like
designing things too.
Drawing is entertaining
and enjoyable and you can
draw what you like. Here
is a little tip: if you can't
draw it, try to imagine it.

Thank you.

Introducing

LNT's

new Illustrator
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Best Friends Ralph shares KYCC update
After my re-election to the Kent Youth
County Council (KYCC) in November by
young people in Thanet, the other
members and I have dedicated time in the
two meetings since the election to a
number of important tasks. These tasks
are needed to allow for the rest of the year
to be as productive as possible and
facilitate changes. First is to choose a
Chair and Vice Chair for the KYCC, whom
lead meeting and host debates. Our
second point is to elect Kent’s UK youth
parliamentarians (UKYPs); UKYPs are
elected internally and represent Kent on a
national level, of which we have seven
Members and seven Vices.

In addition to this I have re-joined my
Campaign Group, a group focused on one
of the big three issue voted by young
people, Curriculum4Life. This is a
campaign which focuses on fighting for
young people to be taught the non-
academic skills needed in life, such as:
Sex education, Basic first-aid, politics and
finance.

As a KYCC member we also have the
opportunity to join another small, more
specific, special interest group – I have
joined the UKYP group which is attended
by UKYPs and provides an opportunity to
hold them to account on their election
promises.

I hope that my work serving in the KYCC
and the platform it provides will allow for
more and better opportunities for the young
people in Kent, inspiring others.

There was once a young girl who was 13 years of age. The girl's name was Rebecca. She
had a few friends in school but she had this one girl who she could go and talk to whenever
she needed to, that was her bestie Megan. Now Megan and Rebecca were the same age.
They have been besties since pre-school.

One day, Rebecca was in her History class and she desperately needed to go and find her
bestie, Megan, so she can talk to her about what was going through her mind. After she had
finished her work, she rushed to the class that Megan was in and asked politely to the teacher
taking the lesson “sorry for interrupting the lesson sir but please may I have a quick word with
Megan?” With that Rebecca and Megan went into the playground for somewhere privately to
talk.

Rebecca quietly said “can you help me? I have this boy in my class who keeps on staring at
me and I don’t know why. Can you try and find out why?” Rebecca replied to her bestie “yes I
will as I’ll do anything to make my bestie happy, I will do t at break time.” Rebecca gave her
bestie the biggest hug they have ever given each other. They both went back to their
classrooms as it was nearly the end of the lesson.

When break time came, Megan and Rebecca met up somewhere no one can interrupt their
conversation. Megan went over to the boy and asked him why he kept on staring at Rebecca.
The boy had told her why he keeps on looking at Rebecca. It was because he fancied her and
he wanted to express that to her by staring at her.Just before break finished, Megan caught
back up with Rebecca and told her the exciting news. Her reaction was outstanding because
she fancied him back.

The very next day, Rebecca was on the playground with Megan in the shelter hanging out
when the boy named Augustus came over and asked if he can have a quick conversation with
her. He took her somewhere private where no one could find them. He looked at her and said
“you look beautiful today, can I ask you a question?” Rebecca replied back “yes of course you
can.” Augustus made sure that there was no one around that could witness this. There wasn’t
anyone so he said “I’ve loved you since day 1, I would like to ask you a question.” Rebecca
stood next to him all embarrassed and she said “what’s your question?” Augustus replied “will
you go out with me?” Rebecca thought about it for a moment. All of the sudden, Rebecca went
up to him and said “yes, I’ll be grateful to.“ From that moment on, Augustus went over
Rebecca’s house nearly every day and hang out with her when they were at school.

But one day, Rebecca’s nightmare came...

He was happily playing a game with Megan and suddenly Augustus came over and told her
that he didn’t want to go out anymore due to personal reasons. Rebecca’s world turned from a
happy one to a sad and angry one. She spent the rest of the day trying to figure out why he
had dumped her. After school, Megan came over to Rebecca’s house and said to her
“everything is going to be okay.” Rebecca replied “but is it though?” Megan looked at her in
despair and said “yes everything is going to be okay as long as we stay together and I’m only a
phone call away if you need a shoulder to cry on.”

This story is getting the message over to the reader to be grateful for having best friends and
always be there for one and another.

THE END

A short story by Millie C.

Millie
Total words read to date:

15, 923, 577

Image courtesy of: pixabay.com
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.

All participants have demonstrated
exceptional sportsmanship, strong
performance, remarkable resilience and
respect to each other. Very well done to all
the participants!

Hope to see you all in our next chess
Tournament .

With a great enthusiasm 36 students from
years 7 to 11 took part in the tournament.
Year 10 students Callum S.and Adam G.
have done fantastic job organising the
tournament for the second year and coaching
a group of year 7 students who were not very
confident in playing chess. That is why we
had a record number of year 7 participating in
our tournament this year – 11.

!
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2nd Chess Tournament results
By Mrs McLaren.

Let’s start with bullying it all starts with
judgement if we could tackle Judgement
we could tackle bullying all together.
Bullying is an epidemic that must be talked
and crushed. This change will not just
change one place it will change the world.

But the education system has problems as
well if we modernise the education system
we could make kids’ lives better. Mental
health is another serious problem in the
system this is usually caused by
standardised testing a multiple choice
should not determine success.

Even the curriculum has its problems it
doesn’t give all gifts a chance to shine it’s
like a doctor prescribing all his patient the
same medicine that would be catastrophic
if we give all gifts a chance we could give
these people a feeling of success.

It seems like a dream but we could make
this dream a reality.

Tom's Viewpoint

The results
1st place - Callum S.

2nd place - shared between
Jess W. and Hayden E.

3rd place – shared between Alex
W. and Adam G.

Image courtesy of: Pixabay.com

Year 10 have also had the opportunity to
visit either Canterbury or Broadstairs
college as part of helping them think about
where they would like to go post Laleham
Gap School.

KS4: preparing for the future
by Mr Parkin.

This term Year 11 students have been
undertaking taster/transition activities at
their intended post 16 educational
destinations.

Year 10 have begun the process for
finding and securing work placements for
their work experience which will be 7th –
11th October 2019. They have held a
meeting with a representative from the
Education Business Partnership who help
find and fulfil the relevant health, safety

Year 11s enjoy challenge of Betteshanger Assault Course

Image courtesy of: pixabay.com



Laleham Gap sport ...

are needed) and a variety of
games it is very possible this year
the staff will actually give the
pupils a big challenge for the
trophies. With Club Champion
trophies also to play for, also in
the Summer terms, it looks like
the rest of the year may be just
as busy for our Ping Pongers!

Other sports getting a plug at the
end of term during our well-being
day are running - with several
pupils opting to do 'The Daily
Mile' (something we do in various
parts of the school already. Darts
club is a new (Wednesday
lunch-time) club and is going
really well. I am grateful to Kai
Knight who has been amazing at
running the club. The club
currently uses a plastic board.
But the news is it has just
purchased a 'proper' board with
'proper darts', so some (fully
supervised) games will be played
using these.

Some sports, of course, can be
more leisurely. Mr O'Brien has
brought Carrom into the school.
Carrom is a game, originally from
Asia that is a bit like 'finger
billiards' that proves excellent for
sport skills and communication.
Having started in Year 10, Year
10 have already taken it to Year 8
and it is likely it will cascade
throughout the school!

Spring Issue 2019

Here at LGS we pride ourselves
on the high quality PE we
provide. This term is no
exception! Alongside Mr Welsh
this week starting the highly
popular after school football club
the school table tennis clubs
have had an excellent term.

The Secondary Table Tennis
Club (Friday lunchtimes) has
been getting great attendances
- so much so they need to have
six tables out to cater for
everyone! Top attenders this
term have been: Kai, Eliana,
Hayden, Joshua P, Nathaniel,
Ryan F., Connor, Harvey, Adam
G and Jack J. As coach, I am
grateful for the expert help
provided by Ms. Hart and other
staff who pop in to play against
the pupils.

Primary have also had great
sessions (Thursday lunchtimes),
with every single regular attender
more than doubling their rally
scores!! Top attenders include
Louie, Finley, David, Hazel,
Lacey-May and Katherine. I
would like to thanks Jo Carnell
and Sarah Boost for their great
help, and Mr Payne who often
pops in to challenge the children
to a game.

Of course, it is not long now to
the annual Pupils v staff annual
matches. The pupils have been
getting good practice in - but so
have the staff (Thursday after
school). With record attendances
(meaning some weeks 6 tables
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By Mr Ursell.

Football club
Wednesdays 3.15-4.30

All welcome; all abilities!

On Tuesday the 26th March
2019, the Laleham Gap Primary
football team played some
matches against St Anthony's
football team.

This was the second meeting
between the two schools during
this calendar school year.

Since September 2018 we have
been able to form a Primary
football team due to three
members of staff involved with
the organising, managing and
training.

We have been able to get a kit
together and have given an
opportunity for Years 4,5 and 6
to join the team. We have had a
lot of interest from the pupils.
We have got together 8 pupils
and were able to play 6 a side
matches.

We travelled to St Anthony's
school in Margate where we
played 4 matches adding to a
total of thirty minutes. The staff
involved at St Anthony's were
very kind and enthusiastic about
the teams playing friendly
games. All the pupils from
Laleham-Gap were very excited
and enthusiastic about the
matches and were very well
behaved and happy to be
involved

Our man of the match was our
goalkeeper (Vikas) who made
some incredible saves. What a
star!

The opportunity and the chance to
be involved with the school team
was an amazing experience for
the pupils.

After the matches there was
respect between the two teams
and due to the evenly matched
sides the score ended 0-0.

All the staff involved were
incredibly proud of our pupils and
it was a privilege to give this
opportunity to our pupils.

Staff involved: Mr Daniel Blythe
(Organiser), Mr Matthew Irons
(Manager), Mr Daniel Hunt (Lead
Coach)

Sports images courtesy of: Pixabay.com

Laleham Gap Primary football success
By Mr Irons.

Images courtesy of: pixabay.com
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Dates for your Diary

As this issue goes to press, staff,
students, parents and carers are
preparing to bid a very fond farewell to
Mrs Scobie ... look out next term for a
special issue of Laleham Gap News to
mark the retirement of this very special
teacher.

Special Issue next term

Image courtesy of: publicdomaininpictures.com


